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Sunday, August 11, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
I have probably spent more time working than anything else in the past week so the files
are looking particularly healthy, but I have also squeezed in a little crafting too, so a few
new pictures for the August section of gallery.
I had another reorganisation session in the craft zone yesterday & I am quite happy with
my efforts thus far. Again I have moved the stuff that I seem to be using more frequently
closer to hand, but one thing that never gets moved are my collection of dies, which sit to
the left & right directly in front of me, everything else gets moved around those!
Image 1: I have been trying to work out how to produce gold embossing in the design
software for as long as I can remember & recently stumbled across the answer, & now I
just need to remember how I did it! Anyhow, I printed off a sheet to see how it looked &
was thrilled with the results so got to work to create an entire paper collection which I am
launching this week.
Image 2: I have uploaded project notes on how to create these cute little boxes, but then I
had a request for a template, so here it is. As always there are two formats of the same
template, one for standard A4 printers & the other for letter sized one’s – that way the
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templates shouldn’t get distorted.
Image 3: The first of the oval bird decoupages for this week, I am running out of
adjectives to describe the artists work, but I am sure you have figured out just how much I
admire the artists work by now!
Image 4: The final gold framed Santa card kit for you now & I hope that, if you are selling
your work, that these cards will make an easy profit for you.
Image 5: I constantly endeavour to come up with new formats & this is one of those, but I
only produced two so if you would like more, drop me a line. So this one features this
lovely little snowy image for which I created a bespoke Christmas greeting frame, & then
layered up onto coordinating papers.
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Image 6: A second template for the coming week is this really cute little handbag which
holds a single tea light or a chocolate truffle etc. They are rather fun to make & would
look gorgeous cut from mirri card & used as tree decorations or as part of an advent
calendar perhaps?
Images 7 & 8: The final card kit from the Perfectly Peachy file now along with its own
backing paper, so you can also use this as a layered topper on a larger card?
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Image 9: The second oval decoupage from the British bird file for the coming week, I
particularly like this one as until last year, when the magpies finally chased them away, I
always had a nesting pair of these beautiful birds up in the big tree out back every spring.
Image 10 – the bonus sheet: Just to round off the gold framed Santa card kit series; I
actually created this sheet of four toppers prior to the card kits & it is where the idea for
them sprung from, so I thought you might like to have them to possibly decorate your
box to hold all of the card in?

Rita x

